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1 The subject

Contemporary IT systems are assembled out of multiple independently developed components. Component providers operate under a contract on what the interface of each component is. Interfaces are typically described using textual documents or models in languages such as UML or WSDL. Unfortunately, such specifications are subject to interpretation. To avoid the risk of ambiguity, we recommend mathematically sound formalisms, such as interface theories, whenever possible. A good interface theory supports refinement checking (whether an interface can be replaced by another one), satisfaction checking (whether an implementation satisfies the requirements expressed with the interface), consistency checking (whether the interface can be implemented), a composition operator (structurally combining interfaces), a conjunction operator (computing a specification whose implementations are satisfying both operands), and a quotient operation that is the adjoint for composition. It should also guarantee important properties such as independent implementability [9].

Recently, building good interface theories has been the subject of intensive studies (see e.g., [13, 8, 2, 12, 7, 10]). It has been argued [6, 9] that games constitute a natural model for interface theories: each component is represented by an automaton whose transitions are typed with input and output modalities. The semantics of such an automaton is given by a two-player game: the input player represents the environment, and the output player represents the component. Contrary to the input/output model proposed by Lynch [14], this semantic offers (among many other advantages) an optimistic treatment of composition (two interfaces can be composed if there exists at least one environment in which they can interact together in a safe way) and refinement (the refined system should accept at least the same inputs and not produce more outputs). Game-based interfaces were first developed for untimed systems [9, 7] and the composition and refinement operations were implemented in tools such as TICC [1] or CHIC [4].

Existing results on game-based interfaces are for untimed systems. However, time can be a crucial parameter in practice, e.g. in embedded-system applications. We have recently proposed the first complete timed interface theory based on timed games [5]. The idea is similar to the untimed case: components are modeled using timed input/output automata (TIOAs) with a timed game
semantics [3]. Our theory is rich in the sense that it captures all the good operations for a compositional design theory. Reporting on timed interfaces is the main subject of this presentation. In our talk, we will discuss:

- the concept of interface theories, the mathematical requirements, and the game-based approach;
- the theory introduced in [5];
- our new tool ECDAR [11], which implements the theory of [5]. ECDAR is the first complete game-based tool for timed interfaces in the dense time setting. ECDAR implements checkers such as satisfaction/consistency, refinement, and satisfaction of TCTL formulas. The tool also supports the classical compositional reasoning operations of conjunction and composition. To the best of our knowledge, ECDAR is the first tool to propose an implementation of quotient (that we will discuss intensively). In addition, it comes with a user-friendly interface, where errors are reported in an intelligible way.
- Some applications to illustrate the use ECDAR and the advantages of compositional design.
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